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The asymptotic distribution of the maximum A& = maxi,,,, 5, in a stationary normal sequence 
519 529 * ’ . depends on the correlation r, between to and &. It is well known that if r, log z + 0 as t --* 00 
or if C rf < 00, then the Iimiting distribution is the same as for a sequence of independent normal 
variables. Here it is shown that this also follows from a weaker condition, which only puts a 
restriction on the number of t-values for which r, log t is large. The condition gives some insight into 
what is essential for this asymptotic behaviour of maxima. Similar results are obtained for a 
stationary normal process in continuous time. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {&)E --oo be a stationary normal sequence with zero means, unit variances and 
covariances r, = E&&+1), and put M’ = maxi,,,, &. If r, = 0, T # 0, i.e. if t.ie 
variables are independent hen 
P(a,(M, -b,)S++e-e-X, n -,a, (1.1) 
where an = Gandb,=a, - $a i1 {log log it + log 477). This result goes back to 
Fisher and Tippet [6]. The same conclusion was obtained under successively weaker 
dependence restrictions by Watson [ 121, Loynes [8], and Berma.n [l]. Berman’s 
result is that if either (i) r,, log n --) 0 as n + 00, or (ii) CyCO rz < 00, then (1.1) holds. 
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Mittal and Ylvisaker [9] considered a somewhat weaker version of (i) (in the vein of 
(2.2’) below) and from their paper it can be seen that (i) is rather close to what is 
possible: if e.g. r, log n + y > 0, then a different limit law holds. Nevertheless neither 
of (i) and (ii) implies the other in general, and the precise relation between the 
conditions is not obvious. 
For a standardized stationary normal process {e(t), ---a~ < t <a} in continuous 
time with covariance function r(7) = E(t(t)e(t + 7)) the asymptotic behaviour of 
M(T) = max~SslS&(t) depends not only 00 the rate of decay of r(r) as 7 -+ 00, but also 
on the local behavisur of r(7). If 
where C is a constant (or, more generally, a function of slow growth) and 0 < a s 2 
then there is a version of t(t) which has continuous sample paths, and if r(r) 
decreases quickly enough, then for this version 
P(aT(M(T)-b+x)+e-‘-^, T+m, (W 
where 
and 
bT = aT+aGl log log T + log [(2~)-*‘2C-1’2H,2’2-=~‘2~ . 
Here the value of the constant H, depends on a! in a rather complicated manner. Its 
definition, together with further comments, can be found e.g. in [3] and [ 111. The 
tkeroem has been proved under various conditions by Volkonski and RO anov [ 131, 
@ram& [5j, and Berman [2] for cy = 2 and by Pickands [l l] and Berman [3] for 
OC ar G 2. Pickands and Berman assumed in addition to (1.2) either of the two 
conditions (i’) r(t) log t + 0 as t -+ 00, or (ii’) j r(f)* dt < 0r3 (or s r(t)” dt < 00, some 
p 3 0) Again, neither one of (i’) and (ii’) implies the other. 
In the present note we consider conditions which are weaker than (i) and (ii) (or (i’) 
and (ii’)) but which still imply that (1.1) or (1.3) holds. These conditions seem to 
contain more of what is essential for (1.1) and (I .3) and will also clarify the relation 
between (i) and (ii) and between (i’) and (ii’). We treat the discrete time case in 
Section 2 and the continuous time case in Section 3. 
2. Discreite time 
In this section we shall show th i; E : condition 
k=l 
(2.3 
for some y > 2, together with r, -+ 0 is sufficient for (1.1) to hold. Essentilaliy 
(Zonditiorr (2.1) prevents r, log n from being too large too often. 
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Define 6&r)= {k; 1 G k s n, Irki log k > x} and let v,&) be the number of elements 
in &(x). The content of Condition (2.1) can be further elucidsted by considering the 
following slightly stroager condition 
n-l i lr&ogk+O, asn+oo, 
k=l 
vk(K)=O(n’) for some K>O, q< 1, 
(2.2) 
and the equivalent condition 
v&)=0(n), Ve >O, 
v,,(K)=O(n’) forsomeK>O,~<l. 
(2.2’) 
Obviously (i) implies (2.2 ). Further, if xr= 1 lrJp < 00 for some p > 0 then, since 
FL;=, IrkI” G”(X) IrkI” ’ - z&)(x/log n)P, it follows that v,(x) = O((log n)P). In parti- 
cular, taking p = 2 we see that also (ii) implies (2.27, so that both (i) and (ii) are 
stronger than (2.2) and (2.2’). The following lemma states that (2.2) or (2.2’) imply 
(2.1) and consequently that both (i) and (ii) imply (2.1). 
Lemma 2.1. If r, + 0 as n --, 00, then (2.2), and (2.2’) both imply (2-l). 
Proof. It is easily seen that (2.2) and (2.2’) are equivalent so we need only show that 
(2.2) implies (2.1). We hav2 
n‘-’ i IrkI log k eYIrkl’“gk =
k=l 
=n -’ C IrkI log k ey’Qogk +n-’ C lr,J log k ey’Q”Ogk, (2.3) 
lskan keen(K) 
ka&w) 
and proceed to estimate the sums in the right member separately, assuming that (2.2) 
holds. Now 
n -I f IrkI log k ey’rk”ogk Se$ ki, IrkI log k +O, n+m, 
k=l 
kae”(K) 
by the first part of (2.2). Since we assume that r, + 0, there is an integer N such that 
&I<(1 -77)/2 for k 2 N. Hence 
n -I c IrkI log k ey’rk”ogk <n-‘V,(K) log n dl-‘)‘*, 
kE%W) 
kaN 
which tends to zero as n +a, by the second part of (2.2). As N is fixed, 
n-’ cr._, l&l log k exp (rlrkl log k)+ 0, and it follows that also the second term of tile 
right-hand side of (2.3) tends to zero, and thus t at (2.1) is satisfied. 0 
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Even if (2.1) is weaker than (2.2) this is only by a slight margin. In fact, 
‘Y? I;=, l&j log k s n-* & lrki log k exp (yirkl log k), so if (2.1) holds then 
n-’ & IrkI log k 40 w lc h’ h in turn implies that v&) = o(n), VJ~ > 0. 
Theorem 2.2. rf r, + 0 as n + 00 and (2.1) is satisfied then (1.1) holds, i.e. the 
distribution ofthe (normalized) maximum converges tothe double xponential distri- 
bution. 
Essentially as is shown ir: Berman [ 1) we only have to prove the following lemma to 
obtain the theorem. We use the notation of Leadbetter [7]. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that r, satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2, and let 
U?l = s/a,, + b,. Then 
(2.4) 
Proof. We only indicate the changes which have to [De made in 17, p. 221 (or in [ 1, p. 
5101). As is shown there 
e -+2 - Cu,/n (n + a), 
u,-(2logn)“’ (n+OO) 
(2.5) 
(a -b has the standard meaning a/b + 1, and C is a constant, whose value may 
change from line to line). Further 8 = supnal IrJ < 1. Put p = 2/y and let cy be a 
constant such that 0 < cy c min (/3, (1 - S)/(l + 8)). 
Split the sum in (2.4) into three parts, the first for 1 =+G [n”], the second for 
[n*] <j s [#I, and the third for [n’] c j s n. In [7] it is shown that the first sum tends 
to zero. 
Next, define 8, = SUP,,,~~ lrml and note that 8, + 0 as n --, 00. Now writing p = [n*] 
and q = [n’] and using (2.5) we have for the second part of (2.4) 
n 2 IrkI e-“f/(l+lrkl)~ nl+P evUi e”fsp < Cnflwluz e’p”g 
k=p+l 
< CnP-‘u2n2”P 
n 9 
which tends to zero. 
Finally, for the last pzrt of (2.4) we have, using e-uz’2 - Gun/n - c(2 log n)“*/n, 
112 f IrkI emu~/('+lrkl)< Cn i Irkl(un/n )*“‘+lrki) 
k=q+ L k=q+l 
s cn -’ log n i Irk 1 e2’rk’10g n. 
k=y+l 
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For k >q we have log k 3 p log n, and hence this is not larger than 
cn-’ i IrkI log k e2’B’r~“ogk s Cn-’ i IrkI log k CZ~“*““‘~, 
k=q+l k=l 
where we have used 2/p = y. By (2.1) this tends to zero as n + 00, which conclude; 
the proof of (2.4). 
3. Continuous time 
For a process with continuous time, the constant cy in the local covariance 
condition (1.2) influences the normalization needed to obtain the limit law (1.3) for 
the maximum. In fact, the value of cy also affects the extent with which the maximum 
of t(t) over an interval can be approximated by the maximum over a discrete set of 
points. Let h(t) be any function and define 
@T(h) = {t; O < t s T, Ir(t)l log t > h (t j}, 
IT(h) = h(&(h)) = Lebesgui: measure of @T(h). 
(3-l) 
In analogy with the conditions for discrete time we will place restrictions on the 
amount of time that Ir(t)]log t is large by requiring that there is some function h with 
h(t)iO as ttm such that 
IT(h) = O(T/(log T)Y), for some y > max (0, 1 - l/a) (3.2’) . 
and some constant K > 0 such that 
l,(K)= O(T’), for some r) c 1. (3.2”) 
Obviously (i’), i.e. r(t) log t + 0 as t + 00, implies that Or(h) is uniformly bounded in T 
if h(t) = 2 sup SaI Ir(s)l log s, so that (i’) implies (3.2’) and (3.2”). Further, since h(t) is 
assumed to be decreasing we have that &$(t)lP dt 2 k(h)(h(T)/log T)‘, and there- 
fore (ii’), i.e. jz r(f)* dt < 00, implies that IT(h) = O((log T/h(T))*) for all h, so that 
also (ii’) imphes both conditions (3.2). 
Theorem 3d. If r(t) + 0 as t + 00 and (3.2’) and (3.2”) are satisfied, then (1.3) holds, 
i.e. the distrz’bution of the (normalized) maxima converges to the double exponential 
distribution. 
Following the routine in Berman [3] and Leadbetter [7] we need only prove the 
following lemma. 
If r(t) satisfies the tzypothesis of Theorem 3.1, if u = UT = x,&- + br, 
where g(T)+ 0 as T + 00, and if the convergence of g(T) to zero 
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is slow enougk;, then for all E > 0 
T 
; 5 T Ir(kq)le-~*/(l+lr(kq)l) _, 3
ES s 
as T+oo. 
(3.3) 
Proof. Let 6(r) = supsaC lr(s)l, let 0 satisfy 0 c /3 < (1 - a(~))/(1 J S(E)), and split the 
sum in (3.3) into two parts at kq = T’, i.e. let C’be the sum over E s kq 6 TP and 6” 
the sum over TP c kq G T. Since 
e -u*/2 = W)/T, 
we can estimate C’ simply from the number of terms, 
T T 
Z’=- 
1 
q kT TO lr(kq)l e-U2’(1+l’(kq1’) 
ES s 
T TP 
c_. _. e-u*/wSw~ 
@+0-2/(1+6(d) 
+O 
4 4 q2 
by the choice of p and q. 
For the remaining sum 2” we need a bound on the number of terms for which 
lr(kq)l log kg is not bounded by a small function. Define, for any function h, 
nT(h)= #(k; T’<kqsT,Ir(kq)llogkq>h(kq)} 
in analogy with IT(h) in (3.1). Since r(t) satisfies a Lipschitz condition at 0 it does so 
uniformly for all t. In fact, if cy’ < rnin (1, a) then 
Ir(t+s)-r(. /IS CISla’; 
see Boas [4, Theorem 11. We will use this to give a bound for nT(h) in terms of 
&(h/2). Let y be as in condition (3.2) and take QI’ such that ar/(l + ycw)<d< 
min (1, cu). Note that we can always find such an cy’ and that l/cut- l/cu - y < 0. We 
will show that for all non-increasing functions h, 
. nI-(h)~ C’ (log T/h(T))1”o’lT(h/2), (3 04) 
if T is large enough. Since, for t 2 kq, Ir(t)l log t 2 (Ir(kq)l - clt - kql”‘) log kq we see 
that if 
Hkdl log eww 
arrd t G T is such that 
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then 
Ir(t)l log t > h (t)/2. 
We have q = g(T)/(log T)*‘“and thus 
(h(T)/log T)““‘/q = hz;;a’ (log T)-l’a’+l’a 
where a! > LY’. Since we have a free choice in letting g(T)+ 0 as slowly as necessary, 
we may thus assume that (h(T)/log T)““‘/q + 0 as T + 00. This implies that for T 
large enough the kq which contribute to nT(h) also contribute disjoint intervals of 
length (h(T)/(2C log T))l’a’ to lT(h/2), and we get (3.4) with C’ = (2C)““‘. 
We can now proceed by splitting the sum C” according to if kq E &(2K) or not. 
Rczalling the notation s(t) = supsat Ir(s)l, we have 
T <_ nT(2~) e-uW~+W~)) 
-4 
+T - c IdWl e -u2(1-2K/log TP ) 
4 Tg==kqsT,kqd3T(2K)* 
7 (3.5) 
where * denotes complement. The first term in (3.5) is bounded, if T is large enough, 
by 
~1+~)-2/(1+6(T’)j 
. 
Since 7 C 1 by (3.2)and S(T’)+ 0 this bound goes to zero as T + a~ if g(T) + 0 slowly 
enough. 
The second term in (3.5) is bounded by 
-u2(1-2Kl(@ log T)) 
p11gT~~~l~(kq)llogkq=~l*~2, 
0 
G.6) 
say, where the sum is extended over all kq such that TP C kq S T and kq E &(2K)*. 
We will see that F1 400, F2+ 0 as T -00, but that F1 . F2+ 0. We start with F?, 
introducing t’le function h that appears in (3.2’) and split the sum according to 
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whether kq E &(2h) or not, giving 
4 T (-0 -2h(T”)++e 2kZT(2hj 
-T 4 
s2h(TB)+2KC’ f (log T/h(T))““‘&(h) 
= 2h(Tp)+(h(r))‘/. gtT) (log T)l/a’-l/a-y l O(l)= 2h(T’)+g(T)k(T), 
say, by Condition (3.2’) and the definition of q. Since 1 /cw’- l/cu - y < 0, we can 
deduce that k(T) + 0 as T + 00, provided h (t) dcmcreases ufficiently slowly. Also note 
that if (3.2’) is fulfilled for some function h, then it is fulfilled for all functions which 
decrease more slowly. We can therefore assume that k(T)+ 0 as T -, 00. The 
remaining factor F1 in (3.6) is given by 
,-uW-2K/(@logT)) 1 
/3 log T’ 
Using the fact that 
U2 loglog T+O(l), 
we get 
F1= O(l) 
q210g Te 
-2(1/a-1/2)loglogT 
‘Thus 
2h(TB) k(T) 
F1 ’ F2sot1)( g(T)2 +-&, 
where k(T) does not depend on g(T). Since we may let g(T) + 0 arbitrarily slowly we 
obtain that h( Tp)/g(T)2 -, 0 and k(T)/g(T)+ 0 as T + 00, which completes the 
proof of the lemma. Cl 
3.3. As in discrete time one would be inclined to consider a condition like 
% TO C 
skqsT 
Ir(kq)l log kq ey’r’kq”‘og kq -3r 0 (3.7) 
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as T + 00, for some p c 1, y > 2. We can at present prove that (3.7) can replace (3.2) 
at least if cy = 2. However, (3.7) contains the somewhat arbitrary spacing q. A more 
natural condition for a continuous time process would restrict the size of 
I 
T 
Ir(t)l log t ey’r(r”‘ogr dt, 
1 
but the relationship of this integral to (3.7) is not clear. 
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